
  

  
Abstract—The various data mining techniques like 

classification, clustering and relationship mining can be applied 
on educational data to study the behavior and performance of 
the students. This study will enable the learner and teaching 
community to grow. These techniques can also be combined 
with specific discovery models and distillation of data for 
human judgment to enhance the learning community. This 
paper explores the various approaches and techniques of data 
mining which can be applied on Educational data to build up a 
new environment so as to give the new predictions on the data. 
 

Index Terms—Classification, clustering, discovery with 
models, EDM, prediction, relationship mining.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining, also called Knowledge Discovery in 

Databases (KDD), is the field of discovering novel and 
potentially useful information from large amounts of data. 
The process of converting raw data into useful information 
consists of a series of steps from data preprocessing to post 
processing of data mining results. Data mining has been 
applied in a great number of fields, including retail sales, 
bioinformatics, and counter-terrorism. In recent years, 
interest in the use of data mining has been increased in the 
field of education and termed as Educational Data Mining. 

Educational data mining can be defined as “An emerging 
discipline concerned with developing methods for exploring 
the unique types of data that come from educational settings 
and using those methods to better understand students, and 
the settings which they learn in”. 

EDM is the process of transforming raw data compiled by 
education systems in useful information that could be used to 
take informed decisions and answer research questions [1]. 

Three objectives could be identified to use EDM as a 
technology in the field of education. They are listed as below: 
1) Pedagogic objectives – To help the students to improve 

in academics, designing the content of the course in a 
better way etc  

2) Management objectives - To optimize the organization 
and maintenance of educational infrastructures, areas of 
interest, more requested courses 

3) Commercial objectives - It allows to make market 
segmentation and facilitates students recruitment in 
schools, high schools, colleges and universities 

EDM is an emergent discipline on the intersection of data 
mining and pedagogy. On one hand, pedagogy contributes 
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with the intrinsic knowledge of learning process. On the 
other hand, data mining adds the analysis and information 
modeling techniques. There are a number of data mining 
methods and patterns which help us achieve the above set 
objectives. The paper is mainly organized into two sections: 
Section II describing the various approaches of data mining 
in educational data mining and conclusion in Section III.  

 
Fig. 1. Data mining applications in the education sector [2] 

 

II.  APPROACHES OF DATA MINING IN EDUCATIONAL DATA 
Data mining tasks are divided into two major categories. 
(i) Predictive task (ii) Descriptive task.  
Data mining methods like prediction, clustering and 

relationship mining are hugely used in the field of marketing 
and finance. They are mainly used for classifying and 
forecasting the market. These methods can be efficiently 
applied on educational data to classify the students, 
institutions etc and also to predict the outcome of the student. 
These methods are often integrated with methods from the 
machine learning and data mining literatures to achieve 
meaningful information about the learners. Educational data 
can be either collected directly from the students or from the 
data which they submit in their institutions. Data can also be 
created depending upon their performance in the examination 
either internally or through board exams. There are a wide 
variety of methods popular within educational data mining. 
These methods include Prediction, clustering, relationship 
mining, discovery with models, and distillation of data for 
human judgment. The first three categories are largely 
common methods used in all the areas of data mining and the 
last two are special methods which are used within 
educational data mining.  

A. Classification 
Classification is used to develop a model which can infer a 

single aspect of the data (predicted variable) from some 
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combination of other aspects of the data (predictor variables). 
Prediction can be classified into: classification, regression, 
and density estimation. In classification, the predicted 
variable is a binary or categorical variable. Some popular 
classification methods include decision trees, logistic 
regression. And support vector machines. In regression, the 
predicted variable is a continuous variable. Some popular 
regression methods within educational data mining include 
linear regression, neural networks, and support vector 
machine regression.  In density estimation, the predicted 
variable is a probability density function. Density estimators 
can be based on a variety of kernel functions, including 
Gaussian functions 

Prediction methods can be used to study what features of a 
model are important for prediction, giving information about 
the underlying construct. This is a common approach in 
programs of research that attempt to predict student 
educational outcomes without predicting intermediate or 
mediating factors.. For example we can predict a student’s 
outcome depending upon his previous scores in the test. 
Prediction methods can also be used to predict what the 
output value would be if the intermediate or mediating 
factors are considered. This may not be a right method 
because some of the mediating factor would definitely affect 
the outcome of the result. For example if the mediating factor 
is the students’ interest towards the subject or his absence in 
the internal examination, the prediction of his outcome would 
not be always correct. 

B. Clustering 
Clustering is used to find data points that naturally group 

together, splitting the full data set into a set of clusters. 
Clustering is particularly useful in cases where the most 
common categories within the data set are not known in 
advance. If a set of clusters is optimal, within a category, each 
data point will in general be more similar to the other data 
points in that cluster than data points in other clusters. 
Clusters can be used to group schools to investigate the 
similarities and differences between schools, students can be 
clustered together to study the differences in their behavior 
etc. [3] 

C. Association Rule Mining 
Relationship mining is used discover relationships 

between variables, in a data set with a large number of 
variables. This may take the form of attempting to find out 
which variables are most strongly associated with a single 
variable of particular interest, or may take the form of 
attempting to discover the strongest relationships between 
any two variables. Broadly, there are four types of 
relationship mining: Association rule mining, Correlation 
mining, Sequential pattern mining, and Causal data mining. 
In association rule mining, the goal is to find if-then rules of 
the form that if some set of variable values is found, another 
variable will generally have a specific value. A rule might be 
found of the form to find when student is frustrated or when 
the student has stronger goal of learning than goal of 
performance or when a student frequently asks for help. 
Correlation mining is used to find the positive or negative 
linear correlations between variables.  Sequential pattern 

mining is used to find temporal associations between events. 
It can be used to determine what path of student behaviors 
leads to an eventual learning event of interest. Causal data 
mining is used to find whether one event was the cause of 
another event either by analyzing the covariance of the two 
events or by using information about how one of the events 
was triggered. 

D. Discovery with Models 
Discovery with a model is a phenomenon which is 

developed via prediction, clustering, or in some cases 
knowledge engineering.  In the prediction case, the created 
model’s predictions are used as predictor variables in 
predicting a new variable. Analysis of complex constructs 
such as gaming the system within online learning have 
generally depended on assessments of the probability that the 
student knows the current knowledge component being 
learned [4] These assessments of student knowledge have in 
turn depended on models of the knowledge components in a 
domain, generally expressed as a mapping between exercises 
within the learning software and knowledge components. In 
the relationship mining case, the relationships between the 
created model’s predictions and additional variables are 
studied. This can enable a researcher to study the relationship 
between a complex latent construct and a wide variety of 
observable constructs. Often, discovery with models 
leverages the validated generalization of a prediction model 
across contexts. For example, the use of predictions of 
gaming the system across a full year of educational software 
data to study whether state or trait factors were better 
predictors of how much a student would game the system [4]. 
Generalization in this pattern relies upon appropriate 
validation that the model accurately generalizes across 
contexts. 

E. Distillation of Data for Human Judgment 
In some cases, human beings can make inferences about 

data, when it is presented appropriately, that are beyond the 
immediate scope of fully automated data mining methods. 
The methods in this area of educational data mining are 
information visualization methods. These methods are 
different than those most often used for other information 
visualization problems in their specific structure, and the 
meaning embedded within that structure, often present in 
educational data. Data is distilled for human judgment in 
educational data mining for two key purposes: identification 
and classification. When data is distilled for identification, 
data is displayed in such a way it  enable a human being to 
easily identify well-known patterns that are nonetheless 
difficult to formally express. For example[3], one classic 
educational data mining visualization is the learning curve, 
which displays the number of opportunities to practice a skill 
on the X axis, and displays performance (such as percent 
correct or time taken to respond) on the Y axis. A curve with 
a smooth downward progression that is steep at first and 
gentler later indicates a well specified knowledge component 
model. A sudden spike upwards, by contrast, indicates that 
more than one knowledge component is included in the 
model .Alternatively; data may be distilled for human 
labeling, to support the later development of a prediction 
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model. In this case, sub-sections of a data set are displayed in 
visual or text format, and labeled by human coders. These 
labels are then generally used as the basis for the 
development of a predictor. This approach has been shown to 
speed the development of prediction models of complex 
phenomena such as gaming the system by around 40 times, 
relative to prior approaches for collecting the necessary data  

 

III.

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The various data mining algorithms which are applied in 
business can also be effectively used in the field of education 
for the betterment of student performance and the institution. 
The Table I summarize the different methods and the key 
areas where it can be applied. 

TABLE

 

I:

 

SUMMARY OF METHODS AND APPLICATIONS. 
Name of the 

Method Applications in EDM 

Classification 
Detecting student behaviors, Developing domain 
models; Predicting and understanding student 
educational outcomes 

Clustering 
Discovery of new student behavior patterns; 
Investigating similarities and differences between 
schools 

Relationship Mining 
Discovery of curricular associations in course, 
sequences 

Discovery with 
Models 

Discovery of relationships between student 
behaviors, and student characteristics or contextual 
variables; Analysis of research question across wide 
variety of contexts 

Distillation of Data 
for Human 
Judgment 

Human identification of patterns in student learning, 
behavior, or collaboration; 
Labeling data for use in later development of 
prediction model 
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